
Emergency Communications Committee meeting held at the Norbreck Hotel, Blackpool on 
10 April 2016 
 
Present:  Peter Thomson GM1XEA, Max White M0VNG, Len Paget GM0ONX  

By invitation: Cathy Clark G1GQJ, Philip Hosey  
 
Apologies:  Mike Granatt M0RYG (South East) 
 
1. Peter wished to place on record his thanks to Max (Vice Chairman) for standing in for 

him as in recent months, due to personal issues. 
 
2. ECC membership:  

2.1. Alan Clark, the ECC Midlands member, had resigned from the Committee., and 
Peter noted his service.  

2.2. With the resignation of ECC Midlands, it was seen as a good opportunity to review 
the committee structure. In previous email discussion between members, it was felt 
Northern Ireland should have its own representative, and also for a new North area to 
be created by splitting away Region 3 from Scotland and Region 4 from the 
Midlands, to make a new North area. The vacant posts will be advertised in Radcom 

2.3. There was a discussion as to if more areas were needed. It was felt we had enough 
people, but it all depends on the calibre of those putting themselves forward to put 
the effort in. The overall viewpoint was that quality people be appointed from those 
actively involved in Raynet matters.  

2.4. The Committee also felt that North Wales should be put in with the North of 
England. 

2.5. Philip Hosey will be the acting representative for Northern Ireland in the meantime. 
 

3. Leadership meeting updates pertaining to ECC / RAYNET: 
3.1. Peter gave a review on the last meeting he attended.  
3.2. Philip said a video along the lines of those recently produced by RSGB on radio 

topics, should be done on RAYNET matters and emergency comms, as a unique 
facility to the general public and services.  

3.3. The output would be useful to educate EPOs with, and other blue light agencies - 
Cathy gave an example, in representing RAYNET at the upcoming Olympia 
Telecommunication Sub Group meeting, where the chairs of 25 TSGs would be 
attending - we had been invited by Cabinet Office - which overviewed resilient 
communications. Cabinet office wanted more visibility for RAYNET, and such a 
video would be a good education tool and icebreaker. 

 
4. RSGB Board update:  

4.1. Len reported the concerns of the Board in that there seemed to be lack of feedback 
from ECC as to work being undertaken and concerns on the time being taken on the 
project; the Board were looking at a basic structure last meeting from CoM to put 
together for New RAYNET. 

 



5. Network update: 
5.1. Cathy reported back on work undertaken within Network Committee of 

Management. 
5.2. There was discussion about the mechanism / problems regarding change of name 

from the Radio Amateurs’ Emergency Network. 
5.3. The current Network structure will change with unification, it will not be RAEN 

under a new name and as we know it today. Fewer trustees will be appointed. In all 
of this RSGB and Network were redrawing ideas to move forward, hence why it was 
taking time to get the right structure in place post unification. We have to look for a 
structure in today's world and not from when Network was set up in the 90s 

5.4. The review of the Articles of Association will be finalised at the June CoM meeting, 
and this would then be taken forward to the AGM in October (Cambridge) for voting 
upon. 

6. RSGB and unified RAYNET relationship: 
6.1. Peter reviewed the situation on the agreement; he felt it was ready to sign when the 

unified RAYNET was ready to go 
6.2. There was detailed discussion regarding the mechanics of transfer of RSGB Raynet 

groups to the new organisation.  This will be phased across the year following 
unification. 

6.3. All groups can join RSGB but if they are not a member of new organisation then they 
would not be allowed to use a name containing “RAYNET”. 

6.4. A comment was also noted as to what would happen to this ECC committee, once 
unification was attained. We need to think how emergency comms should be looked 
after within RSGB post unification.  

 
7. Callsign matters: 

7.1. In the continuing situation over callsigns, and Ofcom seemingly not understanding 
that certain RAYNET groups have callsigns tagged to particular sites.  We will 
continue this thread once Steve Thomas has taken over full reign as General 
Manager, post Graham Murchie's retirement. 

 
8. Discussion on insurances: 

8.1. A review was done of our public liability and also personal insurance offerings. 
Cathy pointed out that in setting up the Network policies, a statement of material 
facts was produced for the broker handling the brief, so that the underwriters would 
know the risk and set the cost accordingly, i.e. the plans were properly underwritten, 
and not just off the shelf. This is how RSGB Club cover is different from RAYNET 
cover, and as our role has changed over time, then we have taken this back to the 
underwriters. We also have PI cover, which is up to £250,000 sum insured  

8.2. Mike Granatt had circulated a discussion note via email, on members being tasked 
with other jobs at events, as well as communications - marshalling being one. It was 
agreed that any such non RAYNET positions would not be covered by our PL, and 
this should be made clear with the organiser prior to the event; who should also 
clarify that such procedures are then covered by their own event insurance in place. 

 



9. Joint Working Group RSGB/Network:  
9.1. Nothing to report since last meeting.  
9.2. Waiting for CoM approval on changes to their company articles and agreement.  
9.3. The next JWG was booked for June 26th, the day after the CoM meeting, in Chinnor. 

 
10. AoB:  

10.1. The subject of 4x4 groups was raised, and their membership of RAYNET. A 
discussion ensued on 4x4 operations.  We are happy in bringing them into the fold, 
but the overall architecture will be under the RAYNET umbrella, as to terms and 
conditions they would be used in a RAYNET situation, and they should also affiliate 
to any local established group, as well as the new national organisation. 

10.2. The whole situation of 4x4 groups needs to be looked at; in being part of RAYNET, 
would they be working to our conditions, when using spectrum for their own 
operations, if not, we could have differing levels of attainment, and the possibility of 
EPOs calling out only the 4x4 element for RAYNET assistance, when essentially this 
should be done 'top down' through the group controller. 

10.3. A comment was made on unmanned repeater Talkthrough units, with no updated 
guidance on shutdown, but Ofcom seemed happy with the situation 

 
11. The next ECC will be held at Newark on Friday 30th Sept. 
 
12. There being no other business the meeting was closed. 


